motif) clearly 'control' interpretation to a certain extent (an element of overdetermination that Anahid Kassabian's Hearing Film: Tracking Identifications in Contemporary Hollywood Film Music (London and New York, 2001 ) links with orchestral scoring's emphasis of male subjectivity as agent and authoritative), their popular origins and appeal still allow room for individual response. Franklin's outline of this process draws upon 'purely' musical as well as audiovisual modes of signification, and is an interesting addition to ongoing debates about musical narrativity, agency, and multimedia modes of expression.
Chapter 5 extends this discussion of musical agency, exploring the ramifications of film music's feminization in relation to women who 'reflect music's very soul at the same time as they are undone by it' (p. 118). The untamed passions of these characters threaten the autonomy of their leading men, but are ultimately contained within textual spaces that silence women's music, or remove it from their control. This silencing is perhaps most apparent in the musically themed narratives of Humoresque (1946 ) and Deception (1946 ) : 'unmusical' Helen is punished for her infatuation with a younger male violinist when his music eventually accompanies her suicide by drowning, and Christine's skilful diegetic piano performance is forced to make way for the more explicitly feminized emotional charge of 'her' underscoring as a signifier of both subjectivity and deceit (pp. 124^37). Both women are explicitly (re)positioned as passive listeners, rather than active musicians; and while the position of the listener is not automatically lacking in agency (as Heather Laing notes in The Gendered Score: Music in 1940s Melodrama and the Woman' s Film (Aldershot, 2007)), here it is subordinate to the male musical mastery of professional composers and performers. Men are able to access the feminized spaces of musical performance without becoming subsumed by their emotional charge, whereas women's lack of agency is reinforced by their musical silencing, or their irrationality highlighted in passionate, popularly styled cues that emphasize female subjectivity as fragile and out of control.
The concluding chapter brings Franklin's arguments full circle, examining the role of modernism itself in Hollywood's musical language and therefore turning to the cinematic construction of masculinity (pp. 138^67). The gendered musical dichotomy between late Romantic and modernist styles is clearly highlighted in the scoring of Spellbound (1945) , where psychoanalyst Constance's professional detachment is consistently undermined by her association with popular, emotionally driven underscoring. In contrast, the subjectivity of Edwardsça character who suffers episodes of psychosisçis articulated with modernist music. Despite the long-standing feminization of discourse about madness and irrationality, Hollywood therefore appears to reverse the hierarchical and gendered relationship between the 'popular' and the 'avant garde' that modernism itself posits (p. 144). The volume's final case studies, which include Citizen Kane (1941) and Psycho (1960) , underline the difficulties inherent in ascertaining the consistency with which this reversal occurs. Again, these scores use modern music both to articulate and to destabilize traditional constructions of masculinity, but in ways that stop short of fully obliterating them.
Whether the 'meaningful vulnerability' (p. 167) of Hollywood's modernism is an oblique criticism of Modernism's own exalted self-image or merely a final example of its irreconcilable differences with mass entertainment is, Franklin concludes, ultimately less important than the fact that its echoes can be found. Film music's appropriation of both popular and avant-garde traditions destabilizes notions of modernist elitism even as it reinforces the threatening, feminizing popularity of more deliberately accessible formsçthereby explaining its absence from standardized accounts of twentieth-century composition. Seeing Through Music' s discussion of the gendered discourse underpinning this exclusion is rich and wideranging, drawing illuminating connections between cinema and earlier operatic, symphonic, and artistic movements. Peter Franklin's volume demonstrates the cinema soundtrack's significance to our understanding of music as a signifying and subjective cultural force, contributing valuably to scholarship on film music and to contemporary musicology. , 2011, $24.95. ISBN 978-0-19-537824-5.) When reading the American musical, it might seem a daunting task to turn away from the 'boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy gets girl back' plot that dominates the genre. However, this is the challenge that Stacy Wolf takes up in this book. Rather, she draws attention to another story often lurking beneath the musical's veneer of heterosexual romance: girl meets girl, girl befriends girl, girls learn something from one another, and in doing so, are 'changed for good'. By focusing on girl^girl interactions among both characters on stage and fans off stage, Wolf presents an intriguing look at this aspect of musical theatre and its devotees. Drawing on the work of Susan McClary, Wolf takes the idea of 'conventions' that 'tell the audience what a number means in a specific place in the show' (p. 4) as her point of departure to produce feminist/queer readings of Broadway musicals from the 1950s to the present. She understands these two terms as intimately connected, defining queer as that which 'acquires meaning from its oppositional relation to the norm', encompassing 'intense female homosocialites, friendships, intimacies, and kinships that are performed in a given musical' (p. 18). She examines the female duet in the 1950s; the figure of the single girl in the 1960s; the ensemble number in the 1970s, the overwhelming scenography of the 1980s; and the I am/I want and eleven-o'-clock numbers in the 1990s. The final two chapters depart from this structure. The penultimate one presents a reading of the two female protagonists of Stephen Schwartz's Wicked (2003), Elphaba and Galinda, as a queer couple according to the conventions enumerated earlier in the book, and the final chapter explores internet communities of 'girl' fansçdefined as young women, aged 12 to 20çand their relationships with Wicked and its continuing parade of performers in the two lead roles.
CATHERINE HAWORTH
In some ways, Changed for Good is a sequel to Wolf 's previous book, A Problem like Maria: Gender and Sexuality in the Broadway Musical (Ann Arbor, 2002), which explores queer readings of musical theatre divas. That may account for the somewhat odd choice to begin in the 1950s and go through to the present, given that A Problem like Maria focuses largely on the 1930s through to the 1960s, and covers similar ground. Even so, given that Wolf acknowledges that the conventions of modern musical theatre trace their roots back to the Rodgers and Hammerstein musicals of the 1940s, this would seem to call for an analysis of that pair's approaches to gender and female relationships, of which there are many examples. Other musicals of the 1940s such as Kurt Weill, Moss Hart, and Ira Gershwin's Lady in the Dark (1941) and Irving Berlin's Annie Get your Gun (1946 ) also laid the foundations for the frameworkçboth in terms of drama and of gender rolesçof Broadway musicals, yet these shows are largely absent from Wolf 's analyses as well.
Wolf 's use of the idea of conventions to illuminate aspects of certain shows produces some interesting readings. Her observation that the series of duets between Elphaba and Galinda in Wicked constructs the pair as a queer couple (p. 198), when read in the context of the heterosexual tropes established set by Rodgers and Hammerstein, reveals the historical place of the later show within the larger narrative of integration that dominates the history of the American musical. However, the idea of conventions also forces Wolf into unconvincing interpretations. She reads the fact that Charity (of Cy Coleman and Dorothy Fields's Sweet Charity, 1966 ) ends the play alone as the musical's way of punishing her for wanting to give up swinging singledom for a heterosexual romance (p. 64). In the light of the inability of Charity's fiance¤ , Oscar, to accept her numerous past lovers and her job as a taxi dancer, the idea that the play punishes her desire for love, rather than her promiscuity, seems far-fetched.
Wolf 's decision to focus on only one such convention in each decade often leads her away from more interesting issues at play in the various shows she analyses. Her reading of 'Ohio', a duet sung by the lead charactersç sisters Ruth and Eileen Sherwood, in Leonard Bernstein, Betty Comden, and Adolf Green's Wonderful Town (1953)çoffers an interesting assessment of collaboration between two female characters (pp. 41^4). Wolf ignores, however, other more crucial aspects of the show. She says nothing about the ambiguous sexuality of upstairs neighbour Wreck, the former college football star who does nothing but housework, nor about Ruth herself, the aggressive young writer who is afraid she might have to 'mark her towels ''hers'' and ''hers'''. The presentation of such non-normative sexuality undermines the heterosexual coupling more than the single instance of the female duet, yet goes without comment in the chapter. Similarly, the powerful figure of Joanne and the flighty Amy, both of whom inevitably steal the show in Steven Sondheim's Company (1970), practically vanish into Wolf 's discussion of the power of ensembles during the 1970s.
Still, Wolf 's methodology opens up interesting avenues of interpretation for future scholarship. While she discusses the place of female duets specifically in the 1950s, she asks cogent questions regarding the relationships they reveal between the characters who perform them. She recognizes two types of duet: 'collaborative' and 'pedagogical', both of which, she argues, undermine the heterosexual narrative. This final chapter is perhaps the most important contribution that Changed for Good has to offer Broadway scholarship. Here Wolf puts young women at the centre of Broadway fandom, in contrast to earlier tendencies to focus on the middle-aged and (particularly) on gay men. Wolf 's analysis goes against much of the conventional wisdom that women, particularly young women, are 'cultural dupes, their tastes fickle, easy, and undiscriminating, and their presence and loyalty irrelevant' (p. 221). She reveals the hidden (at least to scholarship) world of the female fans who are the target audience of many Broadway shows and represent a significant portion of the economic base of American theatre, both as spectators and, in their own communities, as performers. Wolf acknowledges this world as a legitimate space for girls to explore their own experiences of adolescent relationships with other women. Turning from the typical view of teenage girls as boycrazy and back-stabbing, she focuses instead on the neglected area of supportive female friendships.
Wolf 's online ethnography of fans of Wicked proves that these young women are not merely a passive economic segment to be exploited, but rather (or also) construe their fandom as an essential part of their identity. She uses the massive online communities associated with the show to paint a picture of thoughtful and engaged young women offering mutual support and advice in a space where they know they will not be ridiculed for their intense love for the show. They debate feminism, friendship, diva culture, and their own emergent identities with an attention to the details of Wicked that rivals that of current musical theatre scholars. Which witch does the title reflect?çthey ask. Is Elphaba wicked, with her inflexible and brusque approach to the world around her, or does Galinda's initial shallowness and her eventual compromise mark her as the wicked one (p. 225)? As girls recognize aspects of themselves and their friends in the two leads, they begin to understand the complicated world of homosocial female relationships, with Wicked as a reference. Wolf 's excellent and nuanced exploration of how girls construct their identities and friendships by engaging with the characters of Wicked and the string of performers who have taken its lead roles, shows that musical theatre inspires a unique creativity and confidence in these young women. The only thing lacking is an acknowledgement that this culture is not new to Wicked, but has a long history in Broadway communities, particularly around Les Mise¤ rables, and the characters of Fantine, Cosette, and Eponine, whom Wolf reads as essentially weak and regressive female characters.
To take the average Broadway fan seriously at all is a somewhat brave stance in a climate that characterizes most contemporary theatregoers as tourists looking simply for the complete New York experience. Wolf 's methodology exposes a national fan community that lives in the social-media spheres of cyberspace. She reveals that Broadway is not, as so many recent scholars and critics have lamented, a dying art that caters to a rich but ignorant segment of the population, but rather a vibrant and flourishing world of fans who are connected by stage-door experiences, cast albums, national tours, and internet communities. Here, at least, Changed for Good boldly suggests that Broadway is not a decaying museum protected from the rising tide of rock 'n' roll, popular culture, and philistinism by a small coterie of devotees. Rather, there is a lively nationalçeven internationalçcommunity of fans and performers (with a significant overlap between the two) who remain invested in the history and cultural maintenance of the art of the American musical.
NAOMI GRABER University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Without addressing it directly, the editors relate heavy metal studies to the discourse on postmodernity and its use of nostalgia (Fredric Jameson) in the aftermath of an incomplete modernity ( Ju« rgen Habermas). In effect, they present metal's political engagement with social issues in a manner that implies that other popular music genres (such as punk or hip-hop, or even disco) did not (or do not) show an interest in their cultural and social environments. Given the still sometimes rather poor reputation of heavy metal within cultural studies, this move can be understood as a necessary corrective: what it demonstrates convincingly is that studies of this musical genre are no less relevant. Whereas other recent heavy metal scholarship has tried to turn away from the politicalçfor instance Michelle Phillipov's Death Metal and Music Criticism: Analysis at the Limits (Lanham, Md., 2012)çMetal Rules the Globe unashamedly and very productively considers the music and its culture in relation to the political and social discourses from which it arises. Deena Weinstein's chapter is paired with the introduction in the book's first part. It not only offers a detailed sketch of the history of metal and its various subgenres, but also analyses the various means through which metal has travelled across the globe. In its conclusion, it presents an argument that sees in the globalization of metal a feature that is closely linked to the art form's tendency to relate directly to a feeling of social subordination, itself the result of 'common structural tensions in capitalist economies' (p. 56 ).
The two chapters that form Part IIçon metal, gender, and modernityçbegin with a fascinating account by Cynthia Wong about the history of metal in China. Contextualizing this
